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Multi-hop Dependency

What is dependency?
h: I like cooking
i: so I make dinner every day
h<--i

j: I adopt a dog
k: that is because I like animals
j-->k

l: We can speculate that the valence 
of O in H2O is -2 
m: that is because O has 6 outermost 
electrons
n: which helps O steal an electron 
from H
o: and makes O display a negative 
valence. 
l-->m<--n<--o

What is multi-hop dependency?



Best Order to Generate

There are many sequence generation tasks where the best order to 
generate the target sequence is not from-left-to-right. Humans often 
solve complex problems based on the intrinsic order of the problem. 
For example, 
1) the order to write code or formula is often bottom-up or top-down.
2) the order to generate logical natural language is to first analyze and 

then draw conclusions. 
3) the order to solve Sudoku game is often from the easy parts to the 

difficult parts, as the difficult parts become easier when the simple 
parts are correctly solved.

The best order is to decouple the dependency. 

Does the language model know the complete answer at the 
beginning of generation, or does it gradually recognize the 
complete answer as it generates text from left to right?

A 4x4 Sudoku Example. White cells 
denote blanks, and the green 
numbers in them denote the ground 
truth. The game solving order of a 
human is from ’a’ to ‘g’, rather than 
row-by-row.



CASR framework

The Overview of CASR Framework. X, Y and \hat{Y} denote the input, ground truth and prediction, 
respectively. The blue arrows show how we iteratively added back the previous-step prediction \hat{Y}^{t-1} to 
the input for generating refined output \hat{Y}^ t. Through self-boost refinement, the model can refer to the 
results of the previous refinement at other positions (even on the right side) it depends on when deciding the 
token at a certain position. 



Detailed Designs

                              (b) Initialization Strategies.

“Restart” means initializing each Mt with the same PLM 
weights (or from scratch). For SepEnc architecture, Both 
Encoder1 and Encoder2 can be initialized with the 
parameter weights of the PLM encoder. 

“Continue” means initializing with the best checkpoint 
from the previous castep. In this way, M t inherits the 
knowledge from M t−1 to avoid the potential cold start 
issue at castep t.

(a) Model Architectures and Parameter 
Efficiency Choices. 



Tasks & Datasets
Figure (a) is an example of Sudoku, which is 

an open dataset on Kaggle. The objective of 
the game is to correctly fill in the blanks, with 
no repetition of any two numbers in the same 
row, column, or 3x3 grid.

Figure (b) is an example of WebQSP. This 
is a classic knowledge base question-
answering dataset, where the input consists of 
a knowledge graph and a natural language 
query, and the output is an executable s-
Expression on the knowledge graph.

Figure (c) is an example of MTOP. Its input 
consists of a set of API calls and a natural 
language query, and the output is an 
executable tree-based task TOP 
Representation.

Figure (d) is an example of KVRET. This is 
a table-based dialogue task, where the input 
consists of a table and a natural language 
query, and the output is a natural language 
response.

Sudoku WebQSP

MTOP KVRET



Experiment

(a) Objectives

(b) CASR vs. Baselines

(c) Controlled Experiments



Empirical Study

(a) Result on Different Answer Length

(b) The Average Difficulty and Ratio (sum to 1) 
of Each Correct-solving CASR step

Difficulty=(r−1)·(c−1)·(h−1)
(e) Visualization of CASR’s Cross-Attention

(c) The Relationship between Cross-Attention Density 
and the Quality of Attended Previous Predictions

(d) Changes in Attention Density during the CASR steps



Case Study



Connecting to OpenAI ChatGPT

Prompt: 

KVRET is a benchmark for table conversation. The 
input consists of a table and an NL query, and the 
output is an NL response corresponding to the dialog. 

For each query, you should give the answer without 
any explanation or any additional information. 
When a suggested answer is given (may not be 
correct), you should repeat it if it's correct, or correct 
it if it's wrong. 
For example,

Query: <query1>
Suggested Answer: None
Answer: <answer1>

Query: <query2>
Suggested Answer: <suggested_answer2>
Answer: 

t BLEU Micro F1
0 0.43 25.66
1 0.66 29.41
2 1.35 28.37

one-shot learning 
using gpt-3.5-turbo 
with temperature=1.0
on KVRET


